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Some Stories about Love:
E BAUER How do I love you?
E MacLachlan Who Loves Me?*
E McCourt Yummiest Love*
E Miller I Love You Just the Way You Are*
E MULDROW^ How do lions say I love you?
E Van Buren I Love You as Big as the World
E WELLS^ Love
E YOLEN How do dinosaurs say I love you?
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A Song about Love:
“The Heart Song”
When I say I love you, (point to lips)
It comes from my heart. (hand on heart)
You hear it in your ear, (point to ear)
And it sounds very smart. (point to head)
I love it when you’re proud of me (stand
very tall)
You say it all day long (stretch arms wide)
And when I hear you say it, (cup hand over
ear)
My heart sings a merry song. (hand over
heart)
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Some Love-related Activities:
‐Tell your child some things you love about
them and ask them to tell you some things
they love about you.
‐Make heart‐shaped cookies together.
‐Hug each other!
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Early Literacy Tip:
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Try to point to some of the most important words (or
every word for books with few words) in the book as
you say it. (helps build Print Awareness)
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